
The award-winning, independent, operator of multiple global institutional execution venues for FX and digital assets trading

FX  |  DIGITAL ASSETS  |  INDICES  |  METALS  |  COMMODITIES  

PART OF



No ‘last look’ streaming fully executable prices from 15 of the largest FX institutions

Fully anonymous matching - no sell-side access to market data / client orders  

Buy-side to buy-side matches

No sell-side to sell-side trading

›
›
›

The Cürex liquidity pool - lowering market impact for buy-side execution strategies

Real-time pre-trade ‘prevailing market conditions’ analysis to identify the right strategy / execution           
characteristics, supporting best execution while meeting MiFID II requirements                                                      

Post-trade actionable analytics provide a deep dive through all KPIs across algo banks, strategies and   
execution venues with the goal to immediately improve follow-on executions

›

›

Data analytics - independent data analytics for the buy-side 

›

Unique coverage: high performance global exchange footprint with wide coverage and matching           
engines in London, New York, Tokyo and Singapore

Proprietary technology: widely recognised for industry innovation, delivering ultra-low latency              
execution, high capacity and robust, consistent exchange performance

Cross-asset marketplace: Spot FX, FX Non-Deliverable Forwards, spot crypto currencies, metals, 
commodities and indices

 Cürex: buy-side only focused 
liquidity delivering best 

execution and data analytics

LMAX Group - broader, more diversified global market access

•

LMAX Group is the holding company of LMAX Exchange, LMAX Global and LMAX Digital. 
Our registered address is Yellow Building, 1A Nicholas Road, London, W11 4AN.

www.LMAX.com   |    www.CurexGroup.com   |    info@lmax.com

Since 2023, Cürex has been part of LMAX Group, the leading independent operator of multiple institutional 
execution venues for FX and digital assets trading.

•

•

The combination of LMAX Group and Cürex brings together the distribution scale and technical  
capabilities of both businesses to create a stronger, more diversified, firm liquidity institutional offering for 
FX and digital assets.

The Group’s portfolio includes LMAX Exchange (institutional FX exchange, FCA regulated MTF and MAS 
licenced RMO), LMAX Global (FCA and CySec regulated brokers) and LMAX Digital (GFSC regulated              
institutional spot crypto currency exchange). 




